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1. Introduction 

In two recent papers, [1], [2], by Van Lieshout, Rongen and Van de Ven, the problem of 
magnetoelastic buckling was studied on the basis of a variational aproach. In [1] a variational 
principle, yielding explicit relations for magnetoelastic buckling values, was formulated and in 
[2] applications to systems of ferromagnetic or superconducting beams were presented. As one 
of the results of [2], it was proved that a configuration of two equal parallel superconducting 
rods could become unstable, and the pertinent buckling value for the current was calculated. 
The mechanical stability of supenXJuJucting structures has been subject of an increasing 
amount of research; an excellent survey of this field is given by F. Moon in his monograph 
[3]. As one of the many subjects in [3], the stability of toroidal superconductors in a transverse 
or a toroidal magnetic field was discussed. The stability of one superconducting torus in its 
own field was investigated by Chattopadhyay, [4], and by Van de Ven and Couwenberg, [5], 
both leading to the conclusion that the natural configuration of the torus was stable. 

In this paper we apply a Legendre transformation to the variational principle in [1], and 
we thus obtain a second variational principle. This principle is believed to be more suitable for 
numerical purposes, because it contains constraints on the fundamental variables which are 
much weaker than the constraints in [1]. As in [1], [2] and [5] we assume that the electric 
current is confined to the surface of the superconducting body. In order to arrive at analytical 
expressions for buckling values, we set up two integral equations, one for the surface current 
density J and one for a variable ijI, which is related to the perturbation potential ,!,. 

We shall examine two specific buckling problems for superconducting systems. The first 
concerns in-plane buckling of a pair of concentric tori, and the second out-of-plane buckling of 
a coaxial pair of equal tori. All tori have equal circular cross-sections. In both cases a small 
parameter £ is introduced representing the slenderness of the system. In the integral equations 
for J and iV the integration over the tangential coordinate 4> is carried out exactly, and then the 
integral equations are linearized with respect to £. It appears that in both cases J and iV, and 
therefore also the magnetic field in initial and perturbed state, are in zeroeth order in £ the 
same as in the case of two parallel rods (see [2]). When the currents in the two tori are equally 
directed (which is the technically relevant case) only these zeroeth order fields together with 
the elastic energy of the buckling mode, play a role in the computation of the buckling value. 
Therefore, the buckling values of two concentric and two coaxial tori differ only a numerical 
factpr from the buckling value of an equivalent pair of parallel rods. The numerical factor 
depends on the elastic energy only. When the currents in the two tori are directed opposite to 

each other, higher order developments of J and iV are needed, and the analysis becomes labori
ous. For these cases, we confine ourselves to stating that if the tori will buckle at all, the buck
ling value is much higher than in the case of equally directed currents. In conclusion, we 
present some numerical results and we compare these results with those obtained from a 
mathematically less complicated, but also less rigorous, method. This method, which was also 
applied in [2], is based upon a generalization of the law of Biot and Savart (cf. [3], (2-6.4» . In 
general, the correspondence between the results of the two methods is good. 
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2. A variational principle 

Consider a superconducting body, on the surface of which a current flows with density J 
per unit of length. The defonned configuration of the body is denoted by G-, its boundary by 
aG and the vacuum outside the body by G+. In [1] a variational principle has been derived, 
that could serve as the basis for a magnetoelastic stability theory for a superconducting body. 
The Lagrangian densities L+ and L- outside and inside the body, respectively, are given by 
(see [1], (7.2» 

L+ = - 2~ (B,B), L- = -pU, (2.1) 

accompanied by the constraints ([1], (7.3)-(7.4» 

divB=O, xeG+; dU T B = 0, T = p-F , pJF = Po, xeG-; 
dF 

(B,n) = 0, xeaG; B -+ 0, Ixl-+oo. (2.2) 

In (2.1 )-(2.2), B is the magnetic induction, T the Cauchy stress tensor, p and Po the mass den
sities in the defonned and undefonned state, respectively, U the internal energy density, F the 
defonnation gradient, JF=detF the Jacobian and n the outward unit nonnal on aG. Here, the 
upper indices + and - on B are omitted. 

The variational principle based on (2.1)-(2.2), as described in [1], can be used to solve 
the buckling problem of the superconductor. But then, as already mentioned in the Note fol
lowing [1], (7.16), there is no freedom left for variation of the magnetic potential, which is 
awkward in numerical applications. This difficulty can be smoothed over using a Legendre 
transfonnation, or transfonnation into the reciprocal fonn (see [6], Ch. IV, §9). The fonnal 
procedure for Legendre transfonnation is as follows. Firstly, we pass from the variable B to 
the variable H defined by (see [6], Ch. IV, (87» 

(2.3) 

Of course, H is the magnetic field intensity. Secondly, we add a tenn (H,B) to the Lagrangian 
density L+ and, thirdly, we replace the constraints divB=O and (B,n) = ° by the constraint 
curl H = 0. As in our case B and H only differ a fixed multiplicative constant Jlo, we can hold 
on to B as our fundamental variable. The Legendre transfonnation then amounts to a change of 
sign in the outer Lagrangian density, 

while the constraints become 

B = 0, T = P ~FT, P'F = Po, xeG-; 

curlB=O, xeG+; B-+O, Ixl-+oo. 

As an extra constraint we prescribe the total current 10 by means of Ampere's law, i.e. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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! (B,'t)ds = ~ o. (2.6) 

where C is a contour entirely in the vacuum and 't is the tangent vector at C. The contour C 
has to be suitably chosen for the specific problem at hand. 

In the same way as done in [1], we can formulate on the basis of (2.4)-(2.6) a variational 
principle that can be used in the study of the buckling problem for a superconducting body. 
Note that the inner Lagrangian density L - in (2.4) is equal to the one in (2.1), which at his turn 
is equal to L- according to [1], (3.1), provided that in the latter the internal field Ir and the 
field at infinity B 0 are taken equal to zero. Hence, we can adopt the calculation of the 
difference L --L cr- of the inner Lagrangians in [1], Section 3. Putting equal to zero all internal 
magnetic field quantities and Bo we obtain from [1], (3.27) (with the notations according to 

[1], and with omission of the upperindices ~ 

(2.7.1) 

where 

BL - = IT:· ·u·dV - ~T- .N . U . dS IJJ I IJ J I , 

G -
(2.7.2) 

and 

] - = -t I PCjjIdUj~ujJdV. (2.7.3) 
G-

Since the outer Lagrangian densities in (2.1) and (2.4) only differ in their sign, we can use the 

calculation of L +-L Cf" in [1]. Taking Bo=O, H=B/llo. and ejjkaJtj=bj in [1], (3.39), and multi
plying its right-hand side by -1, we obtain 

L + - LCf" = _1 Ib.B.dV-_1- r B .. B .. u.N.dS 
flo G+ I I 2flo i; .. .. I I 

__ 1_ r rb .. B .. u . + 1..B .. ·B .. u·u· + 1..B .. B .. (u ·u· ·-u·u· .)]N.dS flo i; ~ .... I 2 .. J .. I J 4.... I JJ J IJ I 

(2.8) 

Since the constraints (2.5)-(2.6) have to be satisfied for both the intermediate and the present 
state, the constraints for the perttlrbations are 

and 

b = 0, tjj = -TjjUk~ + TikUj~ + PCikjIUkJ' ~eG-; 

curlb = 0, xeG+; b ~ 0, Ixl ~ 00, 

1 (b,'t)ds = o. 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

The constraints (2.9)3 and (2.10) guarantee the existence of a continuous potential \(1{x), xe G+, 
such that 
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b = V"', xeG+. 

To dispose of irrelevant constants in "', we replace (2.9)4 by the constraint 

'" -+ 0, Ix I -+ 00. 

Addition of (2.7.1) and (2.8), after the use of (2.11), yields 

L - L 0 = BL + J + 0 (£3), 

where 

and 

BL = fT .. ·u·dV - ~(T-'N'~BLBLN' )U ' dS+ _1 f"t.B .dV IJ.) I IJ J 211~ .... I I II~ T,I I , 
G- rv rvG+ 

J = -1 J PCijklUi,kUj,JdV 
G-

- ~ ~ ["',kBA;Uj + tBA;jBA;UjUj + tBA;BA;(UjUjj-UjUij)]NidS 

+-2
1 f "',i '" ,i dV. 
~G+ 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13.1) 

(2.13.2) 

(2.13.3) 

The Legendre transformation ensures us that our variational principle is equivalent to the 
variational principle in [1]. This means that variation of L and J results in sets of equations 
fully describing the magnetoelastic buckling of the superconducting body. Of course, it is also 
possible to verify this directly. Using Gauss's divergence theorem in the last term of (2.13.2), 
we can show that the variation BL of L is equal to 

BL = fT .. ·u·dV- r r.(T-.N+-1-BLBLN.)u. + _1 lItB.N.]dS 
G- IJ.) I cIG ~ IJ J 2~ .. .. I I ~ T' I I 

(2.14) 

Variation of L, i.e. the requirement BL=O for all u and "', yields the remaining intermediate 
equations 

BiNi = 0, (2.15) 

Bi,i = 0, xeG+. 

With use of the same instruments as in [1], e.g. Gauss's divergence theorem and the lemma 
following [1], (3.35), it is possible to show that variation of J yields the remaining perturbed 
equations (compare with the results of [1], Section 4) 
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tijJ - TikJUj,k = 0, l;EG-; 

( t- ·-t",)N ·...JT: .. -T¥)u· .. N ·-T"' .. u/cN· = 0 I) I) ),.... .... ),..) I),.. ) , 

'V,iNi+BiJUjNi-BjUiJNi = 0, l;E dG ; 

'V,ii = 0, XEG+. 

(2.16) 

In order to obtain a suitable fonn of the buckling equation J =0, we rewrite expression 
(2.13.3). We assume that the superconducting body is isotropic, homogeneous and linearly 
elastic. As in [IJ, we neglect intennediate deformations, and thus identify the intennediate 
configuration and the undefonned or natural configuration of the body. Then (cf. [1], (6.16» 

Pc·, .. ,U· "u 'J = T · .. u· ,u, /c + ....!L [~e .... eu+e&.le .. ,] 
I)a. I,.. ) )1< IJ I, l+v 1-2v..... a. a. , 

where E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio and 

eoo '=.!.. (u· ·+U· .) I)' 2 IJ ),1' 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Furthennore, we rewrite half of the second tenn in the right-hand side of (2.13.3) as follows 
(with the aid of the lemma following [IJ, (3.35), and (2.15)2,4), 

__ 1_ [,If .. B/cu.N.dS = _1_ [{(lIIB ·u·) .-'IIB· ·U·-11IB 'U ' . }N·dS 2Jlo io T... 1 1 2Jlo cia T') 1 J T ) J 1 T ) 1 J 1 

= _1_ [(B .. u.-B.u . . )'IIN.dS 2Jlo io IJ) ) IJ T' 1 • 

Substituting (2.17) and (2.19) into (2.13.3) we obtain 

J = _1 f [T./cU. ,u, .. +...E.... [-V-e .... eu+e .. ,ekl]]dV 
2 G- ) IJ I,.. l+v 1-2v..... a. 

(2.19) 

__ 1_ [[lIl .B .u.+(B . ·u ·-B ·u· .)lII+B/c ·B/cu·u ·+lB .. B .. (u·u· ·-u ,u· -)+'Inlf · ]N·dS 21lo io T J ) 1 1 J J ) 1 J T' - J 1 J 2 ,. ,. I J J J 1 J T T ,I I 

- 2~ JW.ii dV. (2.20) 

For the first tenn of the first integral we use Gauss's divergence theorem together with 
(2.15)1.3. On account of curlB=O we have 

(2.21) 

which we apply to the third term in the second integral in (2.20). Rearranging tenns, we 
finally arrive at the identity 

J = t 1- [Tj/cUiJkUi l!V [1~2v eA:/ceu+ej;Jej;J ]]dV 

_1_ f[('"+B .. u .. ) ·8·u·+1-8 .. B .. (u· ·u·-u· ·u·-u· ·u·) 2Jlo io T .. I< J ) I 2 I< I< '} J I 'J '} ,},' '} 
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-l.. B ·BL(U· L+UL ' )U'+('If +B· ,U ·-B ,u, ·)'lfJN·dS - _1_ f "nI( .. dV. (2.22) 2 J I< J,I< 1<,) I ,I I,) J J I,) I 2Jl<JG+TT,U 

In order to dispose of the integral over the infinite region G+, we impose (2.16)4 as an extra 
constraint on 'If, so that the constraints for 'If now are 

L1'1f = 0, xeG+; 'If ~ 0, Ixl ~ 00. (2.23) 

In contrast to [1], (7.15), 'If is not completely determined by (2.23), so that there is still free
dom for variation. In analogy with [2], (3.1), we introduce the normalized variables 

.a 2M ~ (2M )2 ::: 2M 
H := ~o B, T:= ~i T, 'If:= ~o 'If, (2.24) 

where a is some length-parameter, which has to be chosen suitably for the problem under con
sideration. Thus the buckling equation J =0 yields (immediately omitting the hats) 

E(2M)2 {r 1 
~J = ;h[-{\jI+BkUk)jBjUi2BkBA;(UjjUi-UjUij-UjUj,) 

+1-B ·BL(U · ,,+UL -)U'-{'If +B· ·u ·-B·u· -)'If]N·dS + fT'LU' .LU'dV} 2 J I< J". ",) I ,I I,) J J I,) I J" I,)" I 
G-

{ I!V jJ I:ZV < .... +e"<,, }tvr (2.25) 

We have already noted that this formula for the buckling value lois especially useful 
when it is difficult to determine 'If exactly. If, however, we are able to calculate 'If exactly, as 
we shall do in the next sections, then the last term in the first integral in (2.25) drops out, and 
formula (2.25) becomes equivalent to [1], (7.18). It is in this latter form that we shall use the 
above relation in the next sections. 
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3. Integral equations 

Since (B,N) = 0 on dG, the derivative of 'If+(B.u) occurring in the first term in the 
right-hand side of (2.25) reduces to a purely tangential derivative. Hence, knowledge of the 
values of B and 'I'+{B,u) on dG suffices for the calculation of the right-hand side of (2.25) 
(with the last term in the first integral equal to zero). These values can be calculated from two 
integral equations, derived below, namely one for the surface current density J, which is 
related to the magnetic induction B on dG by (cf. [1], (7.1» 

J.LoJ = NxB. or B = J.LoJxN, xedG, 

and one for the variable V, defined on i)G by 

V := 'If+(B,u), xe i)G • 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

which we call the modified pernrrbation potential. From [7], Sec. 4.12, form. (3), we see that 

B(Xo> = J.1o~J(X)XV%G(X.xo)dS%. XoeG+, (3.3) 

where 

1 
G(x,Xo) = 4 I I' x~, 

1t x-xo 
(3.4) 

is the fundamental solution of Laplace's equation. Using the theory of single layer and double 
layer potentials (see e.g. [8]. Chap. 11), we can determine the limiting behaviour of the integral 
in (3.3) when Xo tends to a point on aG. Taking the limit Xo-+dG in (3.3) and using (3.1)2, 

we arrive at the first integral equation 

(3.5) 

On account of the equation L\'If=O in G+ and the condition '1'-+0 for Ixl-+oo, Green's 
second identity implies (compare with [2], (3.33)-(3.34» 

'I'(Xo) = r ['l'CX) ~ (x,~(x)G(x.xo>]ds'%. XoeG+. (3.6) 
i; % % 

Analogously to (3.5) we find by letting Xo tend towards a point on i)G the integral representa
tion for",. 

'I'(Xo> = 2 ~ ['l'CX) ~ (X,~(x)G (x,Xo> ]tLS%, XoE aG. 

Using subsequently (2.16)3, (2.15)2.4 and (3.1) we can derive 

-~k(x)G("''''_\A~ = ~(B- -u--8 ·u- -)GN-tiS i)N -A()JWL'% IJ J J IJ I % 
% 

(3.7) 
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= 1. [-J.1o(U(X)xJ(X),V xG (x.xo)+{B(x),u(x» :~ (x.xo) ]dS'x. (3.8) 

Substitution of (3.8) into (3.7) yields 

'I'(Xo) = 21. [('I'(X)+{B(X),U(X») :~ (x,Xo) 

-J.I.o(u(x)xJ(x),V xG (X'Xo»]dS'x, XoEdG. (3.9) 

Taking the inner product with Ilou(xo) on tath sides of (3.5), using (3.1), and adding the 
resulting equation to (3.9), we finally arrive at the second integral equation 

V(Xo) = 2 k [vex) :~ (x,Xo) 

+J.Lo(U(Xoru(X»xJ(X),VxG(x.xo)}JSx, XoEdG. (3.10) 

In the next two sections we shall use (3.5) and (3.10) to determine the exact J and V for 
sets of two concentric and two coaxial tori, respectively. 
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4. Two concentric superconducting tori 

Consider two concentric superconducting tori, which both have a circular cross-section 
with radius a. The central line of the outer torus has radius b+c, and the central line of the 
inner torus has radius b-c, where c>a. A coordinate system {De,. ~~} is chosen with 0 in 
the joint centre of the two central lines, e,. and ~ in the equatorial plane (i.e. the plane through 
the central lines) and e, perpendicular to the equatorial plane. The corresponding cylindrical 

coordinates are denoted by (r ,~.z). A cross-section of the pair of tori is shown in Fig.!. 

b+c 

Fig.l . Cross-section of a pair of concentric tori. 

The interiors of the outer and inner torus are denoted by Gland G i and their boundaries by 
aG 1 and aG 2, respectively. 'The intersections of the outer and inner tolUS with the half-plane 
4>=0 are denoted by D 1 and Di, with boundaries aD I and aD 2, respectively. We define 

D-:=D1uDi and aD :=aD 1uiJD 2• We suppose that 

£ := : « 1, 

and furthermore that 

c m := - = 0(1), (m>I). 
a 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

In view of (4.1)-(4.2), the system of the two tori is called slender, and £ is called the 
slenderness-parameter. 

In the intermediate state a current flows on the surfaces of the two tori with surface 
current density 

J = J(r ,z>e.. (4.3) 

The total current on the outer torus bas the prescribed value I ()o The total current on the inner . 

torus is taken equal to 10 or -I ~ the currents on the two tori are called equally directed or 
oppositely directed, respectively. Because of rotational symmetty in the intermediate state, the 
Cauchy stresses Tr. and T., and the magnetic field component B. vanish and all intermediate 
fields are independent of ~. 

We only consider in-plane buckling. The deflection of the centra1line of the outer (i=l) 

and inner torus (i=2) can then be written as Wi(~)e,.+"i(~)e.. In analogy with Bernoulli's 
theory for the bending of slender inextensible beams, the displacement fields of the tori (con
sidered as slender rings) may be written as (neglecting 0 (~)-terms) 
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v (r-bj )2_Z 2 , 
U, = Wj+- 2 (W j-v;), 

2 b· I 

r-b· u. = Vj b. I (Wj-Vj), *) 
I 

Z (r-b;) " 
liz = V 2 (W j-Vj), in G j-, i=I,2. 

bj 

where 

b 1 = b+c, b 2 = b.,;, 

while the inextensibility of the rings is expressed by the condition 

V'j(I\>)+Wj(l\>) = 0, i=I,2. 

The perturbation potential 'If(r ,I\>,z) is separnted according to 

'I'(r .I\>,z) = ~(r ,z )ro( 1\». 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Using ~v=o and the periodicity of co(l\», i.e. ro(4)+27t)=ro(I\>), we find that ro(l\» must be of the 
form 

co( 1\» = Ocos(n I\>+<l), (4.8) 

where n is a natural number. We take a.=O; this is always possible by redefining the coordinate 
1\>. Substitution of (4.4) and (4.8) into the boundary condition (2.16)3 for ~/aN, reveals that 
this boundary condition can only be satisfied for every I\>e [0,27t] if wl(l\» and W2(1\» are pro
portional to cos n 1\>. In the sequel we take n =2, which corresponds to the first bending mode. 
Thus, 

Wj(l\» = Wjcos241, i=l,2. (4.9) 

Because of B .=0, the separation (4.7) induces a separation of ijr='I'+(B,u), which we write as 
follows 

w(r ,I\>,z) = / (r ,z)W cos241, W:= ...JW 1 +W f . (4.10) 

The ratio W 2/W 1 is yet unknown. Since (2.25) is based upon a variational principle, we can 
determine this ratio by variation of the right-hand side of (2.25). 

We identify the parameter a in (2.24)-(2.25) with the radius a of the cross-sections of 
the tori. Furthermore, in addition to (2.24) we introduce the dimensionless variables (which 
will be used continually in the sequel without explicit use of the hats) 

j := 21M J, f<r,z):= 2M J (r ,z), f (r,z):= 2M / (r,z). 
o 10 J.1olo 

(4.11) 

We proceed with the determination of zeroeth order approximations with respect to £ for 
J and f. It turns out that these approximations for J and f are identical to the corresponding 
functions for the case of two slender parallel beams, as calculated in [2]. 

---------- -- -- -- -- -- -. --- ----
*) In the sequel we do not apply the summation convention with respect to the indices i and 

j. 
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4.1. The zeroeth order approximation of J (r ,z ) 

The current density J can be detennined from (3.5). Since J(Xo) is independent of <\10, we 
may confine ourselves to CPo=O. Putting 

where, for <\10=0, 

e,.o = coscpe,.-sincpe., ~ = sincper+coscpe., ~o = ez , 

we obtain from (3.4) 

with 

Xo-X 
VzG (x.xo) = 3 

41t I XQ-x I 

= _1-3 «roCOs+-r)e,.-rasincl>e.+(za-z)e:r), 
41tR 

R := lXa-x I = ....Jr5+r2-2rorcoscp+(za-z)2. 

For the nonnal vector N(XQ) in (3.5) we substitute 

N(Xo) = N'Toero+Nzo~o' 

while for the surface element dSz we have 

dSz=rdcpds, 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

in which ds is the line-element on the boundary aD of the cross-section D-. Taking the inner 
product with ~xN(xO> on both sides of (3.5), and using (4.3) and (4.12)-(4.17), we derive 

1 271: Nro(roCOs+-r)+Nzo(za-z)coscp 
J(r o.zO>=21tk J R3 J(r,z)rdcpds. (4.18) 

The integration over cp can be carried out exactly. For an arbitrary integrable function g(<\I) 

2It 3 ~ 

J .K.ili.d<\l = k L8 (X-20) dO, (4.19) 
R3 4(ror)'h._ 113 

where 

[ 
4ro' ]111 

k:= (r o+r )2+(z a-Z )2 • 
(4.20) 

By means of (4.19), the integrals over cp occurring in (4.18) can be reduced to complete elliptic 
integrals of the first and second kind (cf. [9], pp. 904-905, for the relevant definitions). Fonnu-
1ae 37 and 42 from [9], 2.584, reveal that 

~ 

-3dO = -2E (k), ! 1 1 
11 It 

(4.21) 
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Ym 

r cos2a de = _1 (K(k)-E(k», 
b fj,3 k2 

(4.22) 

in which K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively, 
and 

k' := ...)1-k2, 

is the complementary modulus. Further, we define 

Ym 2 

<ll(k):= r -2~S e de = - 22 (K(k)-E(k». 
b l:i k 

Substituting (4.19-24) into (4.18), rearranging terms and using the identity 

(r r)2.L.fz z)2 k2 
k'2 = cr '\ () = --«rcrr )2't{zo-z)2), 

(r o+r )2't{z o-Z )2 4r rI" 

we find the integral equation (omit the arguments of J, E and K) 

1 J k3r [4rrl" Nro(ro-r}+Nzo(zo-z) 
J=- - E 

21t if) 2(rrl" )3h k2 (ro-r )2't{z o-z)2 

+Nrl<ll't{Nro(ro-r}+Nzo(zo-z »<ll]J ds. 

Before linearizing the above integrand with respect to E, we introduce the notations 

r = b+a~, z = all, ro = b+al;o. Zo = all0' 

ds = a d')." 

h (~,l1;/;o,l1O> = V(/;o-{)2+(l1crll)2, 

N ~(/;o-{}+N 110(110-11) 
lo(~,l1;/;o,l1O> = /;0-{ 2 2' 

( ) +(110-11) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

The contour defined by the points (~,11) for which (r,z)e aD, is called C, so C =C 1 uC 2, 

where eland C 2 are the circles 

(4.32) 

In view of (4.2) both ~ and 11 are of order unity with respect to the small parameter £ when 
(~,l1)e C. Then it it is easy to verify that (4.25) implies 

k'2 = t e2h 2(~,11;/;o,l1O>(l+O (£», (4.33) 

so we can use the developments of K and E for small k' (see [9], 8.113, form. 3, and 8.114, 
form. 3), 
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K(k) = In; -+0 (k' 21nk'), E(k) = 1-+0 (k' 21nk'), k' ~O. 

From (4.33)-(4.34) we derive 

K(k) = In!'-lnh-+O (E), E(k) = 1-+0 (E2lnE), 
E 

k = 1-+0 (e2), 
8 

a1(k) = -2In-+2lnh -2-+0 (E). 
£ 

The zeroeth order approximation with respect to E of' is denoted by ,(0), so 

, = ,(0)(1-+0 (E)), 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

Substitution of (4.27)-(4.31) into (4.26) and linearization with respect to E with the aid of 
(4.33)-(4.37), yields the simplified integral equation 

,(0) = ~ [lol(O)d')..,. (4.38) 

We introduce the complex variables 

Z = ~+ill, Zo = l;o+illo, 

N = N ~+iN fl' No = N ~ +iN Tkl' S = iN, So = iNa. 

so that according to (4.30)-(4.31) 

Nolf(JZl No 
h = IZ(Jz I, 10 = Re 2 = -Re--, 

IZ(Jz I z-zo 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

(4.41) 

where 2 and 20 denote the complex conjugates of Z and Z o. The contours C 1 and C 2 are given 
by 

C 1: Iz-m 1= 1, C2: Iz+m 1= 1, 

while for zeC=C lUC2 

dz = S d').., = iN d').." d ').., = S dz = -iN dz. 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

The exterior of C is denoted by S+ and the interior of C by S-. Substitution of (4.41) and 
(4.43) into (4.38) transforms this integral equation into 

J(O)(z ol = RJ- N? V(O)(z 1 N dz}, zoe C , 1 1U Z-Zo 
(4.44) 

where f stands for Cauchy's principal value. To solve this integral equation, we introduce the 
Cauchy integral 

1 l'(O)(Z)-F(za') = - N dz, zoe€'C. 
21t z-zo 

The function F (z) has the following properties (see [2], (3.55)-(3.57)) 

F(z) analytical, zeS-US+, 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 
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F (z) = 0 (Z-I), z ~oo, 

F-(zO)-F+(zO> = U(O)(zo)No, ZOEC, 

where F- and F+ are defined by 

F~zo) = lim F(z), ZOEC. 
z--+zo.zeS± 

Because of (4.44) and (4.48)-(4.49) we have 

Re{iF-N} = 0, on C, 

Im{iF-N-iF+N} = 0, on C. 

ZOEC, 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

The relations (4.46) (for ZES) and (4.51) constitute an interior Riemann-Hilbert problem (see 
[to], Chap. 5, §39) for S-, with trivial solution 

F(z) = 0, ZES-. (4.53) 

The relations (4.46) (for ZES~, (4.47) and (4.52) (in which we use (4.53) and (4.43» consti
tute the following exterior Riemann-Hilbert problem: 

i) F(z) analytical, ZES+, 

ii) Im{F+ dz} = 0, on C, 

iii) F(z) = o (z-I), z~oo. 

(4.54) 

As extra constraint there still remains (2.6), saying that the total current over aD I must equal 
10, which under the neglect of 0 (E)-terms yields (recall that here ,(0) is the dimensionless 
current density according to (4.11» 

10 1 
10 = -j,(O)d'A. = ~JF+(Z)dz, 

21t 21t 
1 1 

(4.55) 

in which we have used (4.43), (4.48) and (4.53). Hence, 

11F+(Z)dz = 21t, (4.56) 

and in the same way it follows that 

{

+21t, (SJ, 

LF+(Z)dz = -21t, (SO>, (4.57) 

where (SJ indicates the case of equally directed currents and (SO> the case of opposite currents. 
Using the theory of [10], Chap. 5, §40 and §42, it can be shown that F (z) is completely deter
mined by the relations (4.54) and (4.56)-(4.57). We note that (4.54) and (4.56) are identical to 
the relations (3.26) (S) and (4.4) (S) of [2] and. furthermore, that (4.56)-(4.57) are in accor
dance with the symmetry relations [2], (4.3) (Se' Sol, reading 

F(-z) = -F(z), (SJ; F(-z) = F(z), ' (SO>. (4.58) 

Hence, the present F (z) and the one in [2], referring to the (S)-case, are necessarily the same. 
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This fact essentially means that the zeroeth order approximations of the surface current density 
for two slender tori and for two slender beams are identical. 

4.2. The zeroeth order approximation of f (r ,Z ) 

We proceed with the determination of the function f (r ,z) from (3.10), under the neglect 
of 0 (e2)-terms. For this we may again confine ourselves to eIlo=O. In that case we deduce with 
(4.3), (4.4), (4.9) and (4.13) 

(u(Xo}-u(x»><J(x) = (Wico*""Wjcos2e1l)J (r ,z}ez, 

XoedG j , xeaGj , i,j=I,2. (4.59) 

Substitution of (4.10), (4.14)-(4.17) and (4.59) into (3.10) for eIlo=O yields the integral equation 
for f on aD j 

W !(ro.zo> = r,_I_J J2lt{w !(r,z)cos2cl> Nr(roeost-r;+Nz(Zo-z) 
j=121t j R 

Z(JZ} +(Wj cost-Wj cos2e1l)J (r ,z)'"'Ji3 r dell ds , (r o,Z o)e aD j • (4.60) 

Again we carry out the integration over ell exactly. To this end we first calculate with the aid of 
(4.19) and (4.21) the integrals 

and 

where 

and' 

2lt 3 

J cos2e1l dell = k [_1 E (k }Kxz(k )] , 
R3 2(ror)3h ,,2 

~ 4 2.-

f:kJ.(k) = J 8cos 6-8cos" d 9, 
113 

~ 6 4 2.-
<X:3(k) = J -16cos 9+2~S 6-10c0s-u d9. 

(4.61) 

(4.62) 

(4.63) 

(4.64) 

The functions az(k) and <X:3(k) can be expressed in terms of E (k) and K (k), but we only need 
the asymptotic behaviour of f:kJ.(k) and <X:3(k) for k ~ 1. 1be asymptotic behaviour of the 
integrals of 1I113 and cos2e/113 can be deduced directly from (4.21)-(4.22) and (4.34), and the 
asymptotic behaviour of the integrals of cos49/113 and cos69/113 can be computed elementarily, 
noting that cos49/113 and cosfla/113 are bounded for Q5;~'h1t, Q5;kS 1. Therefore, we only give 
the results here, reading 
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~(k) = -SIn ; +16+0 (k' 21nk'), 

<X:3(k) = -lOIn"!+ 70 +0 (k' 21nk') k' 3 . 

Substitution of (4.21), (4.24) and (4.61)-(4.62) into (4.60) yields 

i. J k 3r { [4ro' Nr(rrrr)+Nz(zrrz ) Wj=LJ 3 WI- E 
j=l J 2(r 0') 'h k2 (r rrr )2+{z rrz)2 

+Nrro(<X:3--ai)+(Nr (r rrr )+Nz (z rrz»~] 

+J(zcrz)[W~7i E+WiUI-Wj<Xz]r' 

In addition to (4.27)-(4.31) we introduce 

1 (~,;~ ) = N ~C~)+N T\C11rr11) , 
11 0.110 (~)2+{11rr11)2 

on aDj , i=I,2. 

and we denote the zeroeth order approximation of the function 1 (r ,z) by 1 (O)(r ,z), so 

(4.65) 

(4.66) 

(4.67) 

(4.68) 

1 (r ,z) = 1 (O)(r ,z )(1 +0 (e». (4.69) 

Developing the integrand of (4.67) for small Eo with the aid of (4.35)-(4.37) and (4.65)-(4.66), 
we find the following integral equation for 1 (0) 

2 li{ [w.-w. 4 j(O) = L- II(O)+lJ(O)(11rr11)e2 I , 2 
j=l 1t j 4 W r:h 

WSW, S ]L 
+ ~ (-2In Eh +2~ .); (-SIn Eh +16) fA. on C j , i=l,2. (4.70) 

If W l=W 2, i.e. if the two tori have the same buckling patterns, the 0 (e-2)-term between [ ] 
vanishes for all i and j, and then 1(0) will be 0 (r:) smaller than in the case W l;tW 2' In the 
next subsection it turns out that the order of magnitude of the lowest buckling value is directly 
related to the order of 1 (0) and, therefore, we are primarily interested in the lowest order terms 
of 1(0). This brings us to assume 

W 1-W2 q:= W ;t O. (4.71) 

Under this restriction we may neglect the second and third term between [ ] in (4.70), 
which simplifies this integral equation considerably. With the complex notations (4.39)-(4.43) 
and with J(O)dN=iF+dz (see (4.55» this reduced version of (4.70) can be written in the form of 
the coupled pair of integral equations 
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1../(0) + RJ I.I 1 /(O)dz}= !LRJ~f._l_F+dz}. ZOEC 1• 
2 12m c Z-Zo 2 1m 1 Z-Zo 

1../(O)+RJ I.I 1 /(O)dz}=-1LRJ~!_I_F+dz}. Zoe C2' 
2 12m c Z-Zo 2 1m tl Z-Zo 

(4.72) 

Equation (4.72)1 is. apart from a factor -q/2 in its right-hand side. identical to the relation 
(4.10.2) for g3 in [2]. Moreover, we note that (4.72)2 is in accordance with the symmetry rela

tions [2], (4.6) (Se'So)' reading 

gs(-z) = gs(z), (Se>; gs(-z) = -gs(z), (SO>. (4.73) 

Hence, we conclude that 

/
(0) =-1Lg 

2 s' 
(4.74) 

The factor q/2 in (4.73) is due to the fact that we did not a priori put W~WI' as was done 
in [2]. The minus-sign is due to the fact that the directions of the current through iW I, i.e. ez 

in [2] and e, here, are opposite (ez =-~. 

4.3. Calculation of the buckling value /0 

We start with the calculation of the denominator in the right-hand side of (2.25). which 
is, apart from a factor E /2, the elastic energy of the pair of tori. From (4.4) we can calculate 
the components in cylindrical coordinates of the deformations ekJ and we find that 

r-b· e" = b I (w"j-v'j)(1+O(E», 
r j 

err = ezz = -ve,,(I+O(E», en = 0, in Gj-, i=I,2, (4.75) 

while e" and ez , are 0 (E) with respect to e ... With this result the elastic energy becomes 

2x 2 
1 f [ v ] f J (r-hj) , 2 -1- 1-2v ekkeU+ekJekJ dV = 2 2 (w' j-v'j) r d~dS (1+0 (E», 
+V G

1
- D

j
- r bj 

/ 2x 

= bZ3 J (w"j+wj)2d~(l+O(E», (4.76) 

where we have used (4.6), the relations r=h (1+0 (E», bj=h (1+0 (E», and the definition 

/z := f (r-hj )2dS =t1ta4
. 

D j -

(4.77) 

We note that (4.76) represents the classical expression for the elastic energy (apart from a 
factor EI2) for in-plane bending of a slender inextensible ring. With Wj as given by (4.9) we 
moreover have 

2x J (w"j+wj)2d~ = 97tWl· (4.78) 

For the evaluation of the first term in the first integrand in (2.25) we use (3.1)-(3.2) (in 
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dimensionless form, so without the factor ~, (4.3), (4.4), (4.9) and (4.10) and we neglect 
o (E2)-tenns, resulting in 

-(v+Bj;uj;)JB,u".N", = -Wcos2'1'if ,N.-/ ,IN,.)! Wjcos2+N,. 

= '1{;N,. WWjCO~. on iKTj , ]=1,2. (4.79) 

Integration over dGj of the right-band side of (4.79) yields (subsequently with use of (4.17). 
(4.37), (4.69), (4.28), (4.29) and the re1ationJ.~)N~=-ImF+. following from (4.48) and (4.53» 

- J/v+BJ,:UJ,:)J B,u".N", dS =xWWj JJ'1£ N,.rds = (4.80) 

= ItbWWj l I'iYJ dJ~ N~d~(I-tO(£» = .... WWjb 1lr . dJ~ d1' /=1;1., 

after the omission of 0 (E)-terms. For ]=1, the integral in the right-hand side of (4.80) is com
puted in [2]; the corresponding result can be obtained from [2]. (4.16.2) (with 1,=1tR 4/4 and 
').;:f,JR) and [2], (4.44)-(4.45). Bearing in mind tbat/~6...qg.l2, we thus obtain 

,.J
jF

+. d/~) d'A.}= {-tq~, (SJ, (4.81) 

~ 1 d'A. -:'-(a-+<x-1), (S.), 

where 

(4.82) 

a:=m~, 
c m=-. 
a 

(4.83) 

The integral for ]=2 in the right-hand side of (4.80) is the opposite of the one for ]=1, as fol
lows from the symmetry relations (4.58) and (4.73}{4.74). Adding the ~ for 1=1 and 
]=2 and using (4.71) for (W 1-W2 ) we finally obtain for the fiIst tam in the right-band side 
of (2.25) 

(4.84) 

The calculation of the remaining 1eDDS in the ri~-hand side of (2.2S) toms out to be 
redundant because, as we sbaIl show, 1hcse terms are either idalicaJly zero or 0 (el) with 
respect to the first 1erm and. bence, they are negligible. The tbiJd IDd four1h tam VIDisb idatti

cally; the latter because we have determined " exactly. The second term in the imegnmd is 
equal to 
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1 2 r-bj , = 2' rb. (w' j-v'/}wjNr , on aGj , j=I,2. (4.85) 
J 

and, hence, the integral over dG of this term is 0 (r:-) smaller than the first term, given by the 
right-hand side of (4.84). Finally. with TrrT.,::{) and with the use of (4.4) it can be shown 
that 

211: 

tT,.UI,IfIlU/dV = ~ tTwtS J Wj(w"j+wj)d+(I+O(r:-», j=I,2. (4.86) 
o ~. .. 

Since the normalized stress T .. is of order lDlity, the right-hand side of (4.86) has the order of 
magnitude a 2W 21b, and, hence, is also 0 (r?-) with respect to the first term. Thus. it is shown 
that for small E the numerator in the right-hand side of (2.25) is indeed dominated by its first 
term. Substitution of (4.17), (4.78) and (4.84) into (2.25) DOW yields 

1 2 li1tll Q, (SJ, 

1 1t 2t -1) 
~ ~3q \a+a , (S.). 

(4.87) 

In the case of equally directed currents the lowest buckling value is found for the highest value 
of q2. According to (4.71) the maximal value of q2 is 2, and occurs for W p-W I, implying 

that the buckling displacements of the two tori are equal but opposite to each OCher, in analogy 
with the results of [2]. This finally results in the following buckling value for 10 

a ['ltEIJ]~ 31ta3 
[ E ]~ 

lo=~ ~ =-;;r- ~ , (SJ. (4.88) 

In the case of opposite currents the tori do DOt buckle for q~. If q::{), we have to review our 
analysis, starting from (4.70), in which DOW the first term betwem [ ] drops out. The resulting 
j{O) is now 0 (r?-) smaller and in the computation of the right-band side of (2.25). the integrals 
we have neglected before, play a role too. One would then expect a leading term in the right
hand side of (2.25) which is 0 (£1 smaller than in the preceding analysis. but after performing 
the necessary laborious calculations it appears that Ibis term vanishes too. By means of sym
m~ relations analogous to (4.58) and (4.73) it is possible to show that the leading term must 
be 0 (E~ smaller than in the prece4fing analysis. which means that if the tori buckle at all, the 
buckling value is 0 (£-2) higher than in the case of equally directed cwrents. 
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S. Two coaxial superconciucting tori 

Consider two equal coaxial superconducting tori, which both have a circular cross-section 
with radius a. The central lines of both tori have radius b and the distance between the paral
lel equatorial planes is 2c. A coordinate system {O er e~ ez } is chosen with 0 on the joint 
axis of the tori midway between the equatorial planes, with e,. and ~ parallel to the equatorial 
planes and with ez along the joint axis. The corresponding cylindrical coordinates are (r ,c!>,z ). 

A cross-section of the pair of tori is shown in Fig. 2. 

b 

_______ L...-..... 

~r 

Fig.2. Cross-section of a pair of coaxial tori 

Variables pertaining to the upper torus are labelled with an index 1, and variables pertaining to 
the lower torus with an index 2. Relations (4.1)-(4.3) remain valid here. The total current on 
the upper torus is /0' The total current on the lower torus is either /0 or -/0, corresponding to 
equally directed or oppositely directed currents, respectively. 

We assume out-of-plane buckling. The deflection of the central line of either torus is of 
the form Wj(c!>)e, and, moreover, the cross-section rotates about the central line by an angle 
'tj(c!». For a slender ring (i.e. up to o (£2)-terms) the displacement field can then be expressed 
in Wj and 'tj as 

where 

(Z -cj)(r -b) ,. 
u,. = (Z-Cj)tj+v b2 (Wj -b 'tj) , 

Z-C' 
u.= b'w'j, 

(Z-Cj)2 (r-bi " 
U =w·-(r-b)t·+l-v[ - - J(w· -b lr

.) inG· i-I" z, , 2 b2 b2 ' ~" " .- ~, 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

Analogously to (4.9)-(4.10) we find (corresponding to the lowest periodical buckling mode) 

Wj(.) = Wjcos2c!>, 'tj(.) = Tjcos2c!>. i=I,2. 

VCr •• ,z ) = f (r .z)W cos2c!>. w:= "W l +W i . 
(5.3) 

(5.4) 

At the end of this section we establish relationships between the unknowns WI. W~. T 1 and 
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T 2, again by variation of the right-hand side of (2.25). 

As in the preceding section, we construct the integral equations for J and j and linearize 
them with respect to £. By means of a simple transformation (a rotation by lh1t) we relate the 
linearized integral equations to those of the preceding section. TIle procedure leading to the 
buckling value is then analogous to the one of the preceding section, except for the calculation 
of the elastic energy. 

5.1. The zeroeth order approximation of J (r ,Z ) 

In subsection 4.1 we did not use the specific fonn of the contour C until we established 
the relationship with [2], in the last paragraph of 4.1 (especially in the symmetry relations 
(4.58». Therefore, the results of subsection 4.1 can immediately be used here. The only 
difference lies in the form of the contour C, which in Section 4 is defined by (4.42), whereas 
C is here given by C 1 U C 2, where C 1 and C 2 are the circles 

C 1: Iz-im 1= 1, C 2: Iz+im 1= l. 

However, by the simple conformal mapping z ~~ 

~ = -iz , z = i ~, 

the circles C 1 and C 2 are mapped onto t 1 and t 2 respectively, where 

C1: I~-m 1= 1, C2: I~+m 1= 1, 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

which are identical to C 1 and C 2 according to (4.42). The exterior of C:=C luC 2 in the com
plex ~-plane is denoted by S+ and the interior by S-. Furthermore we define 

F (~) := iF (i ~). (5.8) 

With this definition F satisfies the relations (4.54) and (4.56)-(4.57), with z, F, C, S replaced 
by ~, F, C, S. Hence, the function F is identical to the function F used in subsection (4.1) 
and thus also to the F known from [2]. 

5.2. The zeroeth order approximation of j (r ,z ) 

As in 4.2 we take ~o=O, calculate (u(Xo)-u(x»xJ(x) and substitute the result together 
with (4.14)-(4.17) into (3.10), leading to the integral equation (compare with (4.60» 

W j(rC)tzO> = -£-1- r J21t{w j(r,z)cos2~ Nr(roCOS~r~-Nz(z(JZ) 
j=1 21t abJ R 

+ [-[(W;-(ro-b )T; )-(Wj-(r-b )Tj)cos2~](roCO*""r) 

+[(z.--c,)T,,,,,,,-<z--cj)Tjcos2ql](z..-z )]J (r ,z) ;, }r d, tis • (ro.zol e aD,. (5.9) 

We carry out the integration over. exactly, and with the help of (4.19)-(4.25) and (4.61)
(4.64) we arrive at an integral equation which is the analogon of (4.67). Linearization of this 
equation, again under the supposition that q as defined in (4.71) is unequal to zero and with 
the introduction of complex coordinates, finally leads to the following coupled pair of integral 
equations 
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1../(0) + RJH _1_/ (0)dz} = !LRJ~.r_1_F+dZ}' ZOEC 1, 
2 121tl C z-zo 2 11tll:z z-zo 

1../(O)+RJ 1.S 1 1(0)dz}=-!LJ~.r_1_F+dZ}' Zoe C 2' 
2 ~121tl C z-zo 2 1ltl t1 z-zo 

(5.10) 

Introducing ~ by (5.6), F(Q by (5.8) and j(O)(~) by 

j(O)(~) :=/(0)(i~), (5.11) 

we can confirm that J(O) satisfies the relations (4.70), with z, F, 1(0), C replaced by 
~, F, PO), t. Hence, the function PO) is identical to the function 1(0) from subsection 4.2, and 

thus also related to the function g3' calculated in [2]. 

5.3. Calculation of the buckling value 10 

The displacement field (5.1) yields the following, well-known, expression for the elastic 
energy for a slender ring in out-of-plane bending 

_1_ J [ V
2v 

ekA;eu+eklekl]dV 
l+v G.- I-

I 

I 211: I 2n: 

= _r J (w"·-t·b )2dlP+ p J (w'j-n'jb )2dcp 
b3 I I 2(1+v)b 3 

_ IDr 2 IDp 2 
- -3 (4Wj+Tjb) I 3 (2Wj+2Tj b) , ;=1,2, 

b 2(1+v)b 
(5.12) 

where in the last step (5.3) is used, and where 

Ir := J (z-cj)2dS = t 1ta4, 
D j -

Ip:= J «r-b)2+(z-Cj)2)dS =t1ta4. 
(5.13) 

D j-

For the first term in the first integrand in (2.25) we find analogously to (4.79) 

~V+BkUk)JBIUmNm = J.!f[;wcos2zCP[(Z-Cj)TjNr+(Wj~r-b)Tj)Nz] = 

dl(O) 
=J(O) ds Wcos2 2cpWjN,(1+O(£», on dGj , j=1,2, (5.14) 

as we assume that Tj =0 (Wlb) as is suggested by the specific form of the result (5.12), and 
as will be confirmed furtheron (see (5.18». Integration over iJG of the right-hand side of 
(5.14) yields (analogously to (4.80), but now with the use of J(O) N'f\=-Im.(iF~) 

J 1 
dl(O) 

- }V+BkUk)J BI u". Nm dS = ltW Wj b /(0) d'A. N'f\d'A. = 
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= -1tW W · b Im{i J F+ df(O) d'A.}= -1tW W· b Im{f p+ d]<O) dA} (5.15) 
J d'A. J _ d'A. ' 

j Cj 

with Cj , p+ and j(O) according to (S.7), (S.8) and (S.ll). The conclusions at the end of sub
sections S.l and S.2 imply that the right-hand side of (S.lS) is exactly equal to the right-hand 
side of (4.80) and, consequently, the result (4.84) for the integral over the first telm in the 
right-hand side of (2.2S) holds here, too. As in subsection 4.3 it can be shown that all other 
terms in the numerator of (2.2S) may be neglected. 

Using Ip =21r in (S.12) and then substituting (S.12) and (4.84) into (2.2S), we obtain 

where 

~ 2Qp-l (S \ 2 q , eh 

(S.16) 

(S.l7) 

In the case of equally directed CUITents, minimization of p with respect to T 1 and T 2 yields 

Tb = 4(2+v) W·, i=l,2, and =~. (S.18) 
I S+v I P 5+v 

Since q2$. 2 (see (4.71», the right-hand side of (S.16) (SJ attains its maximum value for 
q 2 = 2, corresponding to W 2 = - W l' Hence, the buckling displacements are again opposite to 
each other. 'The lowest buckling value is thus found to be 

I - -1..L...E.... [1tElr ]Ih = 61ta
3 [..L]1h (S 

0- ~S+v b 2 J.loQ ~5+vb2 Il<JQ ' J. (S.19) 

In the case of opposite CUITents, the tori do not buckle for q:#J. If q=O, then we have to 
review the calculation of f (0). The resulting buckling value will again be much higher than for 
equally directed currents. Since the calculations involved are massive, and the results of little 
practical use, we refrain from dilating upon this calculation. 
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6. Conclusions and discussion 

In the preceding two sections we have calculated the buckling current for sets of two 
concentric and two coaxial tori. In both cases the electric currents through the tori are equal, 
both in magnitude and in direction. The results, which are given by the fonnulae (4.88) and 
(5.19), are recapitulated below: 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

for a pair of coaxial tori. In [2], a table showing values of Q as function of m=c la is given 
(cf. [2], Table 4). The above results are visualized in Figure 3. Here we have used the follow
ing numerical values 

E = 8x1010 N 1m 2; Ilo = 410<10-7 HIm; v = 0.3; 

b = 0.5 m; a = 5xlO-3 m. 

3 
10 ~ (10 Amp.) 

5 

2 3 5 7 
m 

10 

Fig.3. Buckling current as function of m (a: concentric pair; b: coaxial pair) 

In [21 the buckling current for a pair of parallel straight beams was calculated. The final result, 
according to [2], (5.17), reads 

10= ~R3 [...£]~. 
P J.loQ 

(6.3) 

One can compare the result (6.3) with (6.1) and (6.2) by realizing that R and I must be related 
to a and b. By taking a =R and 7th =21 (leading to equal periods for the buckling modes for 
the beam and the torus) we find that the buckling values according to (6.1) and (6.2) are a fac
tor 3/4 and 312..J5+v, respectively, times the buckling value (6.3). Hence, we notice~t the 
buckling values for pairs of parallel beams, concentric tori or coaxial tori all differ o~ a 
numerical factor from each other. Moreover, these numerical factors are completely detennined 
by the elastic energies of the respective systems (see (4.76), (5.12) and [2], (2.2». This is due 
to the fact that the tenn which in fact is determinant for the buckling value, i.e. the numerator 
of the right-hand side of (2.25), for slender pairs of beams is dominated by its first tenn. This 
tenn takes the same value for all of the three systems mentioned above, at least in a zeroeth 
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order approximation with respect to E (see the comments in the final paragraphs of the Subsec
tions 4.1. 4.2. 5.1 and 5.2). Therefore. it is expected that the buckling value for any "slender" 
pair of parallel curved beams is equal to that of an equivalent pair of straight beams times the 
ratio of the elastic energies. The concept "slenderness" has to be defined properly in each prob
lem in hand. 

In [2]. a more simple. but less accurate. method for the solution of our buckling problem 
was presented. The method is based upon a generalization of the law of Biot and Savant as 
descnDed by Moon. [31. Sect. 2.6. It was shown in [2] how this method yields approximate 
buckling values 10 for a set of two parallel rods. which are very close to the exact values as 
long as the two rods are not too near. These results were derived from the basic relation. [2]. 
(5.18). for the force on one current-carrying curve Ll due to the current in a second curve L z. 

Let us now apply this relation to the buckling problems described in the Sections 4 and 5 
of the present paper. We start with the system of Section 4 as illustrated in Fig.I. The tori are 
considered as one-dimensional circles (rings) L 1 and L z• which can be described by the sets of 

cylindrical coordinates {Tl.ft.zll and {TZ.I\>Z'Zz}. with bases {e,.l'~l'~} and {e,.l.~.eZ}' 
respectively. In the undeformed state of Ll and L z one has Tj=bj • Zj:::() and I\>jE [O,21t]. i=1.2. 
Restricting ourselves to in-plane bending. with the displacements of the central lines of the tori 
according to (4.4). we find for the position vectors rl and rz of two points P t EL l and PzEL z• 
respectively. the relations 

rl = (b t+wl(l\>l»e'l +Vl(l\>l~l' 

rz = (bz+wZ(I\>z})e'l +vz(~~· 
(6.4) 

The unit tangent vectors t} and tz along L 1 and L z• respectively, and the position vector R 
from P 2 to PI are given by [2]. (5.19). and they become here (the inextensibility condition 
(4.6) is already taken into account) 

tl = e'l + :1 [Wt'(l\>l)-Vt(l\>t)]e'l' 

tz = e." + :z [Wz'(I\>z}-vZ(~]e'2' (6.5) 

R = [b t+Wl(l\>t)]e,l- [bZ+W2(~]e,2 +Vt(l\>l~l-VZ(~· 

TheSe relations must be substituted into the force-relation [2]. (5.1S). and then the result must 
be linearized with respect to the small displacements "j and vi. This ultimatdy results in an 
expression for the force on the ring L 1 of the form [2]. (5.23). of which only the linear contri
bution f is relevant The calculation of this term is somewhat cumbersome but straightforward. 
and therefore we omit the underlying calculations. We only have to mention that in these cal
culations it has been assumed that c Ib «1 (being the criterion for the slenderness of the pair of 
rings), and that we have neglected all terms that are 0(1) for clb-+O. This finally results in 
the following expression for the force per unit of length acting in PIon L 1, 

~g 
f(l\>l) = f (1\>1)e,1 = -S Z [w l(l\>l)-WZ(l\>l)]e,c (6.6) 

xc 

This purely radial load selVes as the load parameter in the ring equation. which for an inexten
sible ring in in-plane bending reads (cf. [3]. Sect. 6.7, or [5], (7.2» 
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Wi(4)1}+2w('(4>I}+W{(4>1) = ~;/'(4)1) 

= ~! [:a2

2 rt [Wl'(4)lrW2'(4>1)] ' (6.7) 

An analogous ring equation holds for W2(CPZ) on L 2. The lowest buckling value (for a periodi
cal buckling mode) corresponds to 

Wl(4)) = -W2(4)) = W cos24>, (6.8) 

(in accordance with q2=2 and (4.9» and this yields 

10 = 3xa
2
c [.E..]~. b 2 J.1Q (6.9) 

This result is in agreement with (4.88) if in the latter l/VQ is replaced by c /a. As already 
shown in [2], at the end of Section 5, this is approximately true for c /a not too close to unity 

(e.g. for c /a~4 the relative difference is less than S%). The worst discrepancy occurs for 
c la~l; in that case relation (6.9) gives a buckling value that is about 4S% lower than the one 
according to (4.88), or, equivalently, (4.88) is 80% higher than (6.9). 

The above method can also be applied to the buckling problem of Section S. For this sys
tem (see Fig.2) and for out-of-plane buckling (see (S.l) one has 

rl = ber1 + [C+Wl(4)l)]ez , 

r2 = ber, + [-C+w2(4)z)]ez ' 
(6.10) 

In exactly the same way as in the preceding problem an expression for the linearized perturbed 
force can be derived. In this case the force is in the ez -direction and is equal to (under the 
neglect of 0 (c Ib )-terms) 

J.1Ql6 
/z(4)I) = 81tC 2 [Wl(4)1)-W2(4>1)]' (6.11) 

The ring equations for out-of-plane bending and torsion can be found in [3], (6-7.18). With the 
substitutions 

A =EI, C = Glp r= EI], t l+v 

these relations become 

-:! [w r (4)I}-b't((4>I)]+ ~: [w t(4)I}+b 't{'(4)l)]+/z (4)1) = 0, 

- E~ [W{'(4)I}-b'tl(4>I)]- GIg [w(4>I)+bt{'(4>I)] = O. 
b b 

Using 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 



GI = EI , 
p l+v 
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(6.14) 

and the relations (5.3) for W I and tl' we obtain from the second relation of (6.13) (in accor
dance with (5.18)2) 

T = 4(2+v) WI 
1 5+v b· 

(6.15) 

With this result the first relation of (6.13) yields 

36EI W6 I ---Wlcos2C\> =/,(C\» = ---(WI-W:0cos2C\>. 
(5+v)b 4 41tc 2 2 

(6.16) 

An analogous relation holds for W 2' and it is then easily seen that the lowest buckling value 
occurs for W2=-W 1 and is equal to (withl=1ta 4/4) 

61ta
2c [E]1h 

10 = ../5+v b 2 J.I.o • (6.17) 

Again, this result is in agreement with (5.19) if l/VQ =c fa. 
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